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____________________________________________________________
A taste of things to come.
Start by hinting at the main theme.  (example: pokemon the 13th)

- Suspense can be added by making the context the backstory
  behind a known event.
- The event doesn't need to be SEEN to be known.
  (Desire to see = incentive)


Don't just accurately spell-out the outcome.  Let the audience wonder how it'll happen.
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Let the plan go wrong / change, to prevent the audience from guessing the events.
... then escalate?
... new target?
... new aggressor?

Incorporate a ruse, to allow the situation to potentially repeat.
  OR...  If the end mirrors the beginning, it can imply a repeatable situation.
Under the ruse of doing something normal, something erotic is going on.
Rituals can be implied by outfits
ruse = repeatable+maintainable situations (2).txt
Under the ruse of doing something normal, something erotic is going on.

This is a situation.
- repeatable
- maintained

Approaching a scene this way proves surprisingly effective.
However it always involves deception.
To avoid guilt:
- Make deception deserved
- Make results secretly desired  (oblivious target has a secret fetish. Knows their own fetish, but not the deception. AKA: temptation)
- Make deception consentual 
  (both people involved promote the deception)
  (ex:  naive character comes to faulty conclusions  /or/  enjoys results while genuinely believing the ruse)
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Aim for "ideal interest curve"  (suspense) 
via content exposure.
event potency + interest curves.txt
- potency of various elements -
0		stated future intent		(impending)
1		stated present event		(impending)
2		obvious sex instruction	(impending)
3		lesbian interest		(impending)
4		stated future event		(impending)
5		see breasts			(impending)
6		seen nude				(impending)
7		force undress			(impending)
8		trap w/ aggressor		(impending)
9		sex action				(save for last)
10	prone pose			(impending)
11	sound				


- supposedly ideal interest curve
1		*
6		******
3		***
5		*****
4		****
6		******
8		********
6		******
10	**********
5		*****

- ideal interest curve - adjusted for variety -
1		*
6		******
3		***
5		*****
4		****
6		******
8		********
7		*******
11	***********
9		*********


... then again:
	Potent events come in bursts and then ramp down.
1		*
6		******
2		**
5		*****
4		****
3		***
8		********
6		******
10	**********
5		*****


- example of good pacing - (princess's journey revised C)
5		*****
3		***
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
9		*********
3		***



- make scenes ramp-down, not up -
Potent events come in bursts and then ramp down.
Also, this automatically creates closure at the end.
(right)
*****
***
**
******
****
***

(wrong)
**
****
******
***
*****
*******



The ideal dip is at least 4 steps down:
10 -> 6
sexy pose -> nude



Do not skip the sex scene.
9		*********
This is essential for closure, because everyone wants to see it.



Don't follow the graphs too closely.
Just make sure that events flow downward, and then jump higher afterwards.


It's okay to use very short "2-step" patterns
(princess journey revised C)
5		*****
3		***
6		******
4		****
---
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
9		*********
3		***


If the end mirrors the beginning, it can imply a repeatable situation.
You can only mirror the beginning starting with its first peak, so it may be a good idea to start scenarios on a peak.
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suspense analysis - method 2  (right way)  (princess's journey) (2).txt
________________________________________
(CONCLUSION)

9		sex
This is essential for closure


If the end mirrors the beginning, it can imply a repeatable situation.
You can only mirror the beginning starting with its first peak.


Don't follow the graphs too closely.
Just make sure that events flow downward, and then jump higher.


It's okay to use very short 2-step patterns
(princess journey revised C)
5		*****
3		***
6		******
4		****
---
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
9		*********
3		***





________________________________________
Try a pattern like this instead:
*****
***
**
******
****
***
*******
---
*****
**
Potent events come in bursts and then ramp down.


________________________________________
(general ramp-down approach)

4		future event
2		sexy instruction
0		future
+		(extreme scene implied, because suspense makes it likely)

impending outcome
naughty advice
intent
scene  (implied)

(graph)
****
**

********  (implied)


Suspense because:
Situation already exists before naughty manipulation occurs.

Closure is automatic, because it's the final ramp-down


________________________________________
- Ideal 9-step -

4		****
2		**
1		*
7		*******
5		*****
3		***
10	**********
8		********
6		******
--- (closure)
9		*********
4		****
2		**


4		stated future event		(impending)
2		obvious sex instruction	(impending)
1		stated present event		(impending)
7		force undress			(impending)
5		see breasts			(impending)
3		lesbian interest		(impending)
10	prone pose			(impending)
8		trap w/ aggressor		(impending)
6		seen nude				(impending)
---
9		sex
4		stated future event		(impending)
2		obvious sex instruction	(impending)


(summary)
indicate something sexy is out there
naughty advice
indicate something sexy is happening
undressed by something / someone
see boobs
lesbian situation
sexy pose
trapped
see nude
---
sex
indicate sexy stuff will continue to happen
naughty advice





- Ideal 6-step -
4		****
2		**
1		*
9		*********
6		******
2		**

4		stated future event		(impending)
2		obvious sex instruction	(impending)
1		stated present event		(impending)
9		sex action				(save for last)
4		stated future event		(impending)
2		obvious sex instruction	(impending)



________________________________________
- Princess's Journey revised C -

(scenes arranged by potency)
.3		lesbian maids watching
.3		lesbian maids horny (pose)
.4		horny bunnies there
.5		princess flashes boobs at party
.6		undressed for "journey" in forest
.8		stuck in cave hole exit
.9		snake sex + orgasm
.10	looking around
.10	naive charm snake pose

5		princess flashes boobs at party
3		lesbian maids
6		undressed for "journey" in forest
4		horny bunnies in forest
10	looking around
8		stuck in cave hole exit
3		lesbian maids watching
10	naive charm snake pose
---
9		snake sex + orgasm
3		lesbian maids horny

5		*****
3		***
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
---
9		*********
3		***



- differences -
(original)
5		*****
6		******
4		****
3		***
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
3		***
9		*********

(revised)
5		*****
3		***
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
9		*********
3		***

(overview of differences)
lesbians indicated before nudity
no interruption between stuck in hole & snake charm  (optional)
lesbians seen only after sex scene

(how to rationalize the changes)
5		*****
	(insert valley here, to create ramp-down)
6		******
4		****
3		***
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
3		***		(swap this and next, to create ramp-down & closure)
9		*********




________________________________________
- Princess's Journey 1 -

5		breasts
6		nude
4		future event
3		lesbian interest
10	prone
8		trapped
3		lesbian interest
10	prone
3		lesbians horny
9		sex


5		*****
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
3		***
9		*********
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suspense alanysis - method 1  (wrong way)  (princess's journey) (2).txt
________________________________________
(CONCLUSION)

This pattern is wrong:
*
***
*****
**
****
******
***
*****
*******
---
***
*
Do not ramp up to each event.


Try this pattern instead;
*
*****
***
**
******
****
***
*******
---
*****
**
Potent events come in bursts and then ramp down.


Shorter patterns are better,
otherwise, there's a risk of repetition.



________________________________________
(general ramp-up approach)

0		future
2		sexy instruction
4		future event

intent
naughty advice
impending outcome

No suspense because:
No situation exists until naughty manipulation occurs.


________________________________________
- Ideal 15-step (too long) -
0		
2		**
4		****
1		*
3		***
5		*****
2		**
4		****
6		******
5		*****
7		*******
9		*********
6		******
8		********
10	**********
--- (closure)
9		*********
4		****
2		**


future intent
sexy instruction
state future event
state present event
lesbian interest
breasts
sexy instruction
state future event
nude
lesbian interest
breasts
forced undress
*state future event
nude
trapped with aggressor
breasts
forced undress
sex
nude
trapped with aggressor
prone
---
sex
state future event
sexy instruction


summary:
indicate something will happen
meanwhile... lesbians + boobs... sexy instruction
indicate something will happen
nude lesbian undress
indicate something will happen
nude lesbian rape
sex
trapped with them
---
more sex
indicate something will happen
sexy instruction


without cheap suspense:
lesbians + boobs... sexy instruction
nude lesbian undress
nude lesbian rape
sex
trapped with them
---
more sex
sexy instruction


short summary:
lesbians make plans
naked lesbian undress
lesbian sex
---
start another plan





- Ideal 9-step -
1		*
2		**
4		****
3		***
5		*****
7		*******
6		******
8		********
10	**********
--- (closure)
9		*********
4		****
2		**

indicate something is happening
sexy instruction
indicate something will happen
lesbian interest
see breasts
forced undress
seen nude
trapped with aggressor
prone
--- (closure)
sex
indicate future event
sexy instruction



- Ideal 6-step -
2		**
4		****
7		*******
6		******
8		********
9		*********
--- (closure)
4		****
2		**

sexy instruction
indicate future event
forced undress
nude
trapped
sex
--- (closure)
indicate future event
sexy instruction



________________________________________
- Princess's Journey revised A -

(create sequence from above plan)

1		something is happening
2		sexy instruction
4		something will happen
3		lesbian interest
5		see breasts
7		forced undress
6		seen nude
8		trapped with aggressor
10	prone
--- (closure)
9		sex
4		state future event
2		sexy instruction


princess proud of her boobs
tells maid to sabotage her outfit
plans to show off
maid is very overly willing
breasts revealed during party
maid told to punish her
undressed
tied down
prone
sex
---
princess likes this "punishment"
tells maid to sabotage her again



________________________________________
- Princess's Journey revised B -

(rearange existing elements for better suspense)


(scenes arranged by potency)
3		lesbian
3		lesbian
4		indicate future event
5		breasts
6		nude
8		trapped
9		sex
10	prone
10	prone

(scenes rearranged for pacing)
3		lesbian
5		breasts
8		trapped
4		indicate future event
6		nude
10	prone
---
9		sex
3		lesbian



(original scenes)
5		princess flashes boobs at party
6		undressed for "journey" in forest
4		horny bunnies there
10	looking around
8		stuck in cave hole exit
3		lesbian maids watching
10	naive charm snake pose
3		lesbian maids horny (pose)
9		snake sex + orgasm


(scenes arranged by potency)
3		lesbian maids watching
3		lesbian maids horny (pose)
4		horny bunnies there
5		princess flashes boobs at party
6		undressed for "journey" in forest
8		stuck in cave hole exit
9		snake sex + orgasm
10	looking around
10	naive charm snake pose


(scenes rearranged for pacing)
3		lesbian maids watching
5		princess flashes boobs at party
8		stuck in cave hole exit
4		state horny bunnies there
6		undressed for "journey" in forest
10	naive charm snake pose
---
9		snake sex + orgasm
3		lesbian maids horny (pose)



(scenes revised for pacing)
3		lesbian maids attracted to princess
5		princess flashes boobs at party
6		undressed for "journey" in forest
10	looking around
8		stuck in cave hole exit
4		maid states bunny burrow. And they're horny
6		nude princess escapes
10	naive charm snake pose
---
9		snake sex + orgasm
3		lesbian maids horny (pose)


(potency graph)
3		***
5		*****
6		******
10	**********
8		********
4		****
6		******
10	**********
---
9		*********
3		***

(original graph)
5		*****
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
3		***
9		*********


(comapred to original layout)
+ 3
5		breasts
6		nude
- 4		future event
10	prone
8		trapped
- 3		lesbian interest
+ 4
+ 6
10	prone
\/ 3		lesbian
9		sex
+ 3		lesbian

(analysis of differences)
more gradual initial ramp-up
future events unplanned
get stuck first, THEN explain the situation
see nude princess escape
sex immediately follows naive prone
end on maid reaction


________________________________________
- Princess's Journey 2 -

5		see breasts
6		see nude
4		charm beasts  "going to be a bunny slut"

5		*****
6		******
4		****



________________________________________
- Princess's Journey 1 -

5		breasts
6		nude
4		future event
10	prone
8		trapped
3		lesbian interest
10	prone
3		lesbian
9		sex


5		*****
6		******
4		****
10	**********
8		********
3		***
10	**********
3		***
9		*********
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Use entrapment to spice things up, even if the characters aren't aware that they're trapped.


Maybe use "lining up behind her" to create suspense,  by implying impending continuous action.  
More "suitors" can be added later, to suggest it's still happening.  (what's happening by now is imagined)


Transition between a variety of poses.
Transitional toggle between dominant & submissive. (give & take)
Transition between emotional states.
sex-scene - character reactions  (for each stage) (2).txt
- loli bestial reactions -

- before
asleep
curious
naively following instructions
aww! look at how cute he is
masturbating  (oblivious)
horny & desparate
horny & teasing

- penetration
surprise
shock
aroused
asleep (oblivious)
happy  (giggling)
taking charge  (guiding it in)

- orgasm
(same as penetration)

- after cum
happy afterglow  (dazed)
happy sleep
asleep  (passed out)
still horny  (desparately reaching for more)
still horny  (desparately trying to masturbate)
still horny  (happly masturbating)
cuddle secret  (looking around to see if anybody saw)
cuddle in love
cuddle + possessive
surprised and curious about what just happened
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arousal expressions.txt
- happy arousal- surprise > overpowered > overwhelmed + arousal- resigned acceptancewhy are these effective?why are some more effective than others?- happy arousala flash in the pan.it captures only one present moment.but it suggests a relationship existing or forming between the girl & creaturein general, it's reassuring to the viewer to see a girl reacting to sex with joy and happiness.- surprise & overpoweredsuggests the exciting situation of being unable to escape impending sex.this entrapment can be effectively demonstrated by showing a character try to resist, and then having their effort be overpowered, or melt away in arousal(this can optionally transition to happy sex, or resignation, as well as surprise arousal with frantic moaning)- surprise arousal + frantic moaningthis shows a girl overwhelmed by the pure sensation of an intense barrage of arousal.she's too lost in the sensation to notice or care what's causing it.- resigned acceptancethis suggests a situation where the sex can be long-term, recurring, or even a role
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All porn is vicarious.  Describe what characters are feeling.  Especially the arousing things.


Sanity chceck result against things same-gender / opposite-gender enjoy seeing.
! What people enjoy seeing.txt
These are guidelines.
Any situation is okay as long as these are satisfied.



- Things people like seeing with theirsex -
	People relate to theirsex char.  (their age or younger)
	People are interested in theirsex's problems.
	They don't mind if theirsex has a problem or gets upset or mistreated.
	(nothing cruel from oppsex, without a sympathetic oppsex)
theirsex no older than them.  (highschool age is safe)
theirsex treated nicely by oppsex. (even if theirsex doesn't understand)
oppsex caring about theirsex.
oppsex protecting theirsex from harm & cruelty.
theirsex understood & helped by oppsex.
theirsex molested by oppsex.
People care about all oppsex characters. (especially nice ones)


- Things people don't like seeing with theirsex -
more than one involved
theirsex that's older than them  (can't relate to them)
theirsex disliking sex.  (can't relate to them)
oppsex upset with theirsex.
oppsex hating theirsex.
theirsex doing anything cruel.
theirsex upsetting oppsex.
theirsex mistreating oppsex.


- Things people like seeing with oppsex -
prefer oppsex their age.
enjoy oppsex of almost any age  (kid -> slightly-older than them)
Oblivious & vulnerable oppsex.
oppsex prone.
oppsex inviting them.
oppsex happy with theirsex.
oppsex horny.
oppsex chasing theirsex.  (any age is good.  but same-age as audience is preferred)
oppsex chasing oppsex.  (aggressor should be younger or same age as victem)
oppsex mischevious.
oppsex molested by anything benign  (and end up enjoying it)
oppsex discovery of sex.
oppsex caring about theirsex.
oppsex protecting theirsex from harm & cruelty.


- Things people don't like seeing with oppsex -
oppsex too young. (near-baby)
oppsex unhappy.
oppsex hating theirsex.
oppsex cruel toward theirsex.	(unless there's an oppsex to counter it) (bittersweet appeal)
oppsex mistreated by theirsex.
oppsex hurt.
oppsex killed.
oppsex disliking sex.  (discouraging)


- Things people don't like seeing at all -
Anyone hurt during sex.
Anyone unhappy during sex.
Anyone disliking sex.
Gory violence.
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